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I get it. There is nothing you love more than your children. They bring happiness, joy and purpose to
your life. However, there are times when parenting just gets overwhelming, am I right? Maybe your
kids even turn into little monsters and wreak absolute havoc on your day. For those moments, I
present to you The Swear Word Coloring Book for Parents. This adult coloring book is filled with
phrases that you many not say directly to your kids, but admit itâ€¦.you have thought some of them
once, twice, or 300 times. So, just relax and let your inner parent out with the Swear Word Coloring
Book for Parents.
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I purchased this book because I have two young boys of my own, two step sons (don't live with me
but call constantly wanting something and getting into trouble), plus my husband acts like a
overgrown kid. I found it funny how much I could relate to the pictures (even my son laughed
because he said "mom, you say that all the time as he flipped through the book with me)".This book
is filled with sayings that most parents say on a daily basis, and it really helps to you destress as
you laugh while coloring these hilarious pictures. The pages are a little thin so if using markers or
something that might bleed I would suggest placing a paper underneath the page you are coloring,
however I didn't have an issue with my colored pencils. John T truly found a way to connect to
parents and put our feelings (that sometimes we want to scream out loud but can't) down on paper,
so now instead of screaming like maniacs we can quietly go to our rooms and color out our feelings
thanks to his brilliance. In this book you will find 20 wonderful pages (19 with actual phrases and
one flower with cross bones) to color which should help destress. This book is a must have for every

parent and would even make a great gift for a parent friend.

I received this coloring book as a gift purchased off of . I absolutely love it. The phrases in it are so
funny. I like that the wording is big enough on these pictures that I can use gel pens, markers, or
colored pencils. This makes it more fun because I can mix it up! I also like that the pictures are
one-sided so when I do use markers I can put a piece of card stock behind the page and it doesn't
bleed through on any other pictures. The pages are pretty thin so make sure you do put something
under your page when using gel pens or markers.

This is a little coloring book, but it is so adorable. The pages are just what every parent would say at
some point in their child's life and the pages have a lot to color. This is great for someone who is a
first time parent and loves to color or a gag gift for a friend. I'm absolutely in love with this book and
can not wait to color every page. It is absolutely one of my favorite coloring books

This book, along with all of John T's work...is an absolute must have! The art work is impeccable
and one of a kind. A lot of fun to color. Lots of variety. I love that nothing is overly complicated. I get
anxiety from some pages I see, and I color to relieve stress not cause it lol! But if you are
questioning getting this, don't! You will not regret your purchase! :)

Now I will never publicly admit to saying any one of these things...especially since my kids are now
20 & 23. BUT...I do plan on using a few to 'decorate' the restroom and lunchroom at work.
Anonymously, of course! Great for just about everyone...moms, dads, fur-parents, and definitely
some for the co-workers! Thanks for the great fun, John T!

this is an amazing book was put together very well. you only know these things if you have been a
parent. i have been a parent and now im a grandma. i would recamend this book to all parents. all of
john t work is wonderful.

Yet another success for John T! The sayings in this book are without doubt not only sayings we
heard growing up, but sayings that many of us have now passed on to our lovely children! My
favorite has to be the one about crying about your peas touching your chicken, it's just too funny!
Although it is a smaller coloring book than his typical releases, I would highly recommend this book!
Not just for parents either-for everyone-because we all were a kid once! Bring back your nostalgic

days of youth, and order this book!

This is seriously my go to present when any of my friends are just having an overwhelmed parent
day. It pairs up wonderfully with a bottle of wine :-) All of the little sayings just are the perfect things
to hear on any day. The sheets of paper are a little thing, so I would definitely recommend putting
something behind the sheet when coloring. Honestly I just keep it on my shelf and laugh at it when I
need a smile.
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